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EXT. STANDING OUTSIDE IF TIM HORTONS - DAY1 1

Maria burgundy holding a microphone about to give her report 

waiting for the okay

MARIA BURGUNDY

(a bit cold)

hello planet earth I am Maria

burgundy and I am here at SAIT

interviewing people and reviewing

the best sandwiches.

LAUREN HERMAN

(frustrated)

NO!

camera pans over to the producer

LAUREN HERMAN

we are here to interview baristas

and review the best coffee, you

should know this I gave you the

questions and notes in the car.

camera pans back to Maria

MARIA BURGUNDY

(exaggerated voice)

well excuse me you didn't buy me

lunch today and lady's gotta eat

camera pans to Lauren

Lauren shakes her head and face palms

CUT TO:

INT. JEFFERSONS ROOM - NIGHT2 2

Jefferson is in his room at his computer desk with notes and 

notes on it as he looks to the camera he smiles

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

hey so I am the camera guy that

Lauren decided to hire for this

coffee documentary or something but

what she doesn't know is I've done

my own research and I want to make

my own documentary about this
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because I found out that Maria

burgundy the person she hired to be

the main reporter is actually the

victim of a crime committed by

Lauren.

CUT TO:

INT. STANDING OUTSIDE OF STARBUCKS WITH AN EMPLOYEE - DAY3 3

Maria waiting for the cue from the producer with the barista 

waiting next to her

MARIA BURGUNDY

hi I'm here at buck star with....

LAUREN HERMAN

(angry connotations)

nope! its Starbucks not buck star

BLEEP TO THE NEXT TAKE

MARIA BURGUNDY

hi I'm here at Starbucks with..

what's your name again

JACQUE

(nervous voice)

oh hi my name is Jacque.

MARIA BURGUNDY

frank! how long have you been

working here for?

JACQUE

oh I don't know since Monday

MARIA BURGUNDY

uh okay. so when was the first time

you saw blood

LAUREN HERMAN

NOPE! just the questions I gave you,

here why don't you do a taste test

of the coffee and ask him how its

made I need these 10 questions

answered to meet my quota!!.

MARIA BURGUNDY

but I'm still hungry and there is

sandwiches near I can smell them!
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LAUREN HERMAN

just drink the coffee

Maria reaches for the coffee and drinks it. as she finishes 

her sip a face of mild disgust washes over her face 

MARIA BURGUNDY

(angry tone)

so frank how would you go about

making this thing.

JACQUE

we use some of the best machines in

the world for our coffee. we brew

the coffee according to your order

and add the necessary ingredients to

make it just the way you want

MARIA BURGUNDY

but I didn't want mine to taste like

FUCKING SHIT!

throws coffee into trash can and grabs Jacque by the neck 

pulling it back and forth 

MARIA BURGUNDY

YOU BETTER MAKE ME A FUCKING

SNADWICH OR YOU WONT BE THE ONLY

THING IN THE TRASH.

JACQUE

I don't make the food I only maka da

coffee. AHRGGHA

LAUREN HERMAN

MARIA!! STOP!!!

CUT TO:

INT. MARIA AND LAUREN TALKING 4 4

Maria and Lauren are talking and getting ready to shoot the 

next shot 

MARIA BURGUNDY

I don't understand what the

snowflakes problem was

LAUREN HERMAN

Maria you insulted him and strangled

him you are lucky he isn't pressing

charges. but anyway we have to

finish this,
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looks at camera 

Jefferson are you ready?

Jefferson gives a thumbs up 

okay so Maria we need a shot where

you are ordering a coffee

MARIA BURGUNDY

(whining)

but I want a sandwich!!!

LAUREN HERMAN

NO! we are getting this shot and

then you can get a sandwich.

Maria starts walking over to the Starbucks and makes a swift 

turn towards the subway to get a sandwich

camera pans back to Lauren as she drops all her papers on the 

ground and walks away.

LAUREN HERMAN

(very angry)

IM FREAKING DONE!!!!

CUT TO:

INT. INTERVIEW WITH JEFFERSON - DAY5 5

blank background with Maria being interviewed

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

hi Maria thanks for agreeing to an

interview I have just a few

questions about the documentary you

and Lauren made. first question, did

you ever get your sandwich?

MARIA BURGUNDY

NO! they where closed

CUT TO:

INT. INTEVIEW WITH JEFFERSON - DAY6 6

blank background with Lauren

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

is the documentary ever going to air
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LAUREN HERMAN

no

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

why do you think that is

LAUREN HERMAN

its all Marias fault she is the

worst. we have been working together

for years but she is terrible that's

why I got the producer job.

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

why didn't Maria get the producer

job over you

LAUREN HERMAN

oh well I uhh I'm just better suited

for it I guess

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

would your station give someone

access to security footage for an

investigative documentary on the

corruption of the industry?

LAUREN HERMAN

no...

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

we both know that's not true. you

pulled her application from the list

because you where threatened by her

skill set.

Lauren face sets to a distraught disbelief and a realization 

washes over her as she knows what's about to happen 

CUT TO:

INT. INTERVIEW WITH JEFFERSON - DAY7 7

blank background with Maria

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

how long have you been a reporter?

MARIA BURGUNDY

well Lauren and I have been

reporters for the past 5 years and I

almost got the producer job but

Lauren is much better than me

anyway.
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JEFFERSON PETTERSON

who did you submit your application

with?

MARIA BURGUNDY

Lauren of course, we submitted them

into the station she brought them in

while I waited in the car.

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

would Lauren destroy yours to get

the one up on the producer jop?

MARIA BURGUNDY

no of course not! we are pals

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

would your station give someone

access to security footage for an

investigative documentary on the

corruption of the industry?

MARIA BURGUNDY

umm I don't know maybe, I see them

give pens to strangers sometimes.

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

did you want to be a reporter?

MARIA BURGUNDY

no, all I've ever wanted was to be a

producer for the station because

that's what I love doing the

absolute most.

JEFFERSON PETTERSON

well I am doing an investigative

documentary on the corruption of the

industry and I have cctv footage of

Lauren ripping up your application

so that you would never get the job

over her.

MARIA BURGUNDY

THAT BITCH! I'm going to the station

to inform them on her crimes against

Maria mother fucking burgundy

text scrolls along the screen that says "Lauren was fired 

from the producer job and Maria is now a big league producer 

working with some of the greats like Kevin feige" 
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